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ABOUT THIS READING
This reading provides you with a full analysis of your personality, known in
astrology terms as a character portrait. It takes into account the exact
position of the sun, moon and planets at the time of your birth. The reason
why readings in a typical paper are inaccurate is because they are very
generalised, they only consider the position of the sun only. This reading
ultimately provides a detailed description of the person you are destined to
become, or may already be. The reading is broken down into categories that
reflect certain areas of your personality or life, enjoy! Provided is an
astrological birth chart, this represents the exact positions of celestial bodies
at the time and location of your birth.
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GENERAL PERSONALITY
Sun in Scorpio
At the exact time of your birth, the sun was in the constellation Scorpio.
This is your star sign; however, this reading does not take into account
your star sign only. Many factors are also considered such as the
positions of the moon and planets at the time of your birth.
Typical Scorpio zodiac signs appear cool and controlled on the surface,
even fearless. But under this mask lays repressed anger ready to
explode at any moment. Intensity is what sums up a Scorpio, such as
the way they stare or talk. This intensity usually manifests from their
strong emotional, passionate, and secretive nature. They are also very
good at analyzing others, and can manipulate a situation to their
advantage. Scorpios are either a loyal friend or a bitter enemy.
We will now look deeper into your personality to see if you match this
typical Scorpio personality. Not everyone will, as every person is
unique, just like this reading!
Sun in 2nd house
Throughout your life, there are likely to be many issues regarding your
finances. And, it may take some time before you become financially
responsible. You probably feel a strong need to achieve domestic and
financial security, and there is a likelihood that you fear being in debt.
The choices you make in life have a major impact on your financial
situation.
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Moon in 1st house
You are a flexible and adaptive person with hypersensitive feelings that
constantly fluctuate. Because your face is so highly expressive, people
easily pick up on how you feel. Be careful not to be too easily influenced
by others throughout your life. You have a strong connection to your
mother.
Pluto in 1st house
You have a magnetic personality, but getting to know you can be
difficult. People are either intrigued or intimidated by you, probably
because of your deep, intense eyes and mysterious ways. Also you
appear quite reserved and secretive, as you fear your motives could be
used against you. Because of this, it is extremely hard for you to trust
people. This causes you many problems at home, work and in
relationships.
Throughout your life you may experience some major transformations to
your personality. You may suddenly change your career path,
friendships or the way you dress. Then do the same again many years
later, reinventing yourself is something you are incredibly good at.
Sun blending with Venus
Social relationships are extremely important to you. You are charming
and have an easy-going manner. It is generally quite important for you
to be popular, to come across in a pleasant way, and to be liked and
appreciated. You do your best to seek peace and harmony in
relationships with people. You are also good at smoothing other
people’s situations out. You have an appreciation for art and music.
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Sun harmonizing with Saturn
You are self-confident and have much common sense. When you take
on responsibilities with ease, you will achieve success much easier than
most. You are organized, and work consistently and well for success.

You have great belief in your talents and are quite sure of yourself. The
relationship with your father during your childhood was a very good one.
He made you feel confident in your abilities to go out there and achieve
what you want; you probably even admire him.
Neptune harmonizing with Pluto
You belong to a generation which has brought a fundamental change to
human values.
Neptune harmonizing with Ascendant
You are deeply sensitive, which makes it difficult for you to be satisfied
in personal relationships. Your expectations are rarely fulfilled because
you seek the ideal partner. Your eyes have a magnetic quality about
them.
Pluto blending with Ascendant
There is an intense side to your nature which makes people take notice.
Also, you probably look physically strong. You probably try and enjoy
bossing people around; manipulating people is easy for you, which can
make you a leader.
Although you are good at revealing secrets in others, you also have a
secretive side too.
Although you are bossy, some people like it, which may surprise you.
You can draw people to you like a magnet; however, some will avoid
you.
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Your Ascendant is Libra rising
People see you as a nice, pleasant, and fair individual who is a very
attractive person. Your easy-going and friendly nature makes a good
impression on people; also, people love your charming smile. You pay a
lot of attention to your appearance, such as the colors you wear, your
hair, even the way you walk.
LOVE, FRIENDSHIPS AND FUN
Venus in Scorpio
When it comes to romance, you are very intense, and approach people
you like in a straightforward, determined, and direct manner. In order for
you to be happy in a relationship, it will need to be deep and
meaningful, and filled with emotion. For you there must be total
commitment, otherwise you would rather have nothing.
Because your feelings in relationships are so intense, you may come
across as slightly possessive of your partner. You are likely a very sexy
person. You may find it difficult to tell someone that you like him or her,
because you are afraid of being rejected.
Venus harmonizing with Saturn
You can find it awkward to give and receive love. This can sometimes
cause problems in relationships as you are resistant to express your
loving feeling to them. You are optimistic, understanding, and have
good judgement about people, knowing who to turn to when you’re in
need of help. You have a need to feel popular with people and fear
being rejected.
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YOUR MIND AND COMMUNICATION
Mercury in Libra
You have a mind that is very stable and rational. When it comes to
dealing with people and expressing your opinions, you are very fair.
Arguments are something you dislike and would prefer to discuss issues
in a civilized manner. You are easy to talk to and reply honestly. You
know how to handle people and treat them with care. If you are to tell
someone about their faults, you will express it in a gentle way, also
considering their sensitivity.
Mercury in 1st house
You are extremely talkative and have little problem communicating your
thoughts effectively. When speaking, you are very expressive,
communicating in a witty and quick manner. You have no trouble
attracting friends. Being mentally restless, you always seek new and
useful information. Due to your versatility, you can adapt to different
situations with ease. The problem is you are easily distracted.
Uranus in 1st house
As you are not the type to follow tradition or a particular crowd, you do
things your own way. This may have caused issues during your school
years as you probably felt like rebelling. However, most of the time you
were able to tolerate it.
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Neptune in 3rd house
During your childhood, learning was an issue for you. This is not
because you are not clever; it’s just that your mind works different than
most people. A majority of pupils at school learn most effectively from
logic, facts, and reasoning. However, your mind absorbs information
best through learning techniques that involve the use of pictures and
demonstrations. This is because your mind is incredibly imaginative and
very attracted to things such as symbols, feelings, and images. This is
why you make decisions based on feelings, rather than logic.
A majority of your ideas are unusual, mysterious, and clever, and
usually originate from a particular belief or philosophy.
You have an interest in the occult or paranormal, depending upon how
spiritually developed you are; there may be the ability to communicate
at a distance by supernatural means.
Because concentrating can be difficult for you, subjects such as science
may not appeal.
Jupiter discordant to Neptune
You are very sensitive to the suffering around you, and may have a
desire to save the world somehow. You have a great imagination that
could be used for art and music; however, to use this ability you must
become self-disciplined. It may be quite easy for people to deceive you.
You tend to be rather lazy and self indulgent (especially with eating and
drinking, and possibly drugs too).
You crave experiences in exotic and mystic countries.
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CAREER AND MONEY
Sun in 2nd house
Throughout your life, there are likely to be many issues regarding you
finances. And, it may take some time before you become financially
responsible. You probably feel a strong need to achieve domestic and
financial security, and there is a likelihood that you fear being in debt.
The choices you make in life have a major impact on your financial
situation.

Venus in 2nd house
You are attracted to high quality and beautiful possessions, such as
luxurious furniture, gadgets, and clothing. This results in frequent
spending, because when you see something you want, you buy it.
You are suited to partners who are simple, honest, and make you feel
safe and secure. Jumping into relationships is not something you often
do; you prefer to take your time in this area. You may be rather artistic,
and could make money from it.
Mars in 2nd house
Although you are hard working, your approach is slower than most. This
is because much of your energy is focused on the method, as you
carefully pay attention to each step. There is a strong desire to earn
money, but an equally strong need to spend it.
Competing in the world of business or finance may be enjoyable to you,
and you are not afraid of taking risks.
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Jupiter in 6th house
At work you are reliable, and actively assist your colleagues when
needed. Working with people comes naturally to you, and you always
treat people with respect and a friendly attitude. Also you are inclined to
help those less fortunate than you. Criticism at work is hard for you to
handle.

You have a love of animals; veterinary medicine or other dealings with
animals might appeal to you.
Saturn in 10th house
During your childhood, your mother was the more dominant parent. She
was also very strict, probably because she had to be. Your father was
absent from your life, or maybe he was emotionally distant. The lack of
love or attention from your farther made you want to make your mark on
the world, or achieve something great. This desire drives you to achieve
within your chosen career. If you end up in a position of authority, you
will lead based on your practical experiences in life. It is likely you will
reach a high position in your chosen career; however, the climb to the
top will be slow and filled with many challenges along the way. Rewards
for all your hard work is likely to be seen after the age of 30.
You have the discipline to take on any responsibilities with ease, and
can study for long periods.
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EMOTIONS
Moon in Libra
You thrive on relationships and do not like being alone. Once in a
relationship, you can easily see flaws, and it will nag you until you fix
them. Also, you don’t like to lose an argument; having the last word is
important to you. It is vital for you to have intellectual stimulation in a
relationship.
You have excellent planning and strategic ability plus good attention to
detail. Friends come easily to you due to your gentle approach and
good manners. Your feelings are out there for people to see, especially
when you have your mood swings. It is hard to keep your feelings
secret, which makes you a very transparent person.
Making a decision is hard for you, as all factors need to be weighed. It is
likely you will or already have married or moved in with a partner earlier
than most people.
You have a strong bond with your mother. She is a social and pleasant
person.
Jupiter in Pisces
You are likely to have careers where you are working behind the
scenes. Being in the spotlight is not really for you; such positions
include public speaking, manager, sales person, or anything else that
requires you to be the center of attention. Being quite easy-going, you
do not possess much ambition. You are inclined to support the
underdog and may be too compassionate for your own good.
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Moon discordant to Saturn
The nature of your personality is rather serious and thoughtful. You are
careful in whatever you undertake, moving cautiously and efficiently
through whatever steps are necessary to accomplish your goals. You
are sometimes very blunt and that can be harmful to others, but you do
not see it.
During your childhood, your mother may have been very controlling of
you, setting strict household rules. Your childhood most likely had many
unsettling and disturbing experiences which forced you to grow up
rather early. You needed to quickly mature in order to deal with your
situation at home. Responsibilities were put upon you too early in your
childhood.
You sometimes take life (and yourself!) too seriously. Throughout your
life, you may find that you relate more easily to persons who are older
than you, especially in your youth.
Throughout your childhood you probably felt a lack of love from your
parents, or you were left with just one parent through separation,
divorce, or death. You may not have had the unconditional love you
needed from your mother, even though you may have felt like you
needed to earn it! Your emotions, therefore, become disciplined and
hard to express. You may sometimes come across as somewhat
defensive, and for you, this is a form of self-protection. To hide the world
from your feelings, you put on a cool exterior, but people may not
realize you can sometimes be shy and lacking in self-confidence;
however, this builds up gradually throughout your life.
You probably have an irrational fear due to forgotten events in the past.
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Moon harmonizing with Neptune
In your personal life and intimate relationships, you may need to be
wary of a tendency to be excessively romantic, and preoccupied with
dreams of the ideal lover who is always searched for and never found.
You are a soft, imaginative, and sensitive person, so sensitive that you
can sometimes pick up feelings from your environment that others fail to
detect. You may feel overwhelmed at times by your feelings, and may
need to shut yourself off from the world.

You're the type who is willing to help anyone. Yet somehow you end up
getting blamed for their failures, and rarely get much credit for their
successes. Because your mind wants to wander, you need stimulating
challenges, and you must avoid boring and repetitive tasks. You're very
much the romantic, and it's hard for anyone to measure up to your
expectations. You really are incredibly caring, identifying with those less
fortunate than you, offering help wherever possible.
If you are unable to balance your emotions, you could slip into a fantasy
world and have difficulty coping with reality.
You may have psychic ability, as you can easily sense the emotions
around other people. You may even have strange dreams which are
almost predictive in nature, and can help provide you with good insight
into situations.
You are likely to be very interested in psychology and psychic
phenomena. Your keen imagination can lead to exceptional artistic
ability, and your love of music allows you to become an excellent
musician.
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Moon blending with Pluto
Your emotions are so intense that other people may have trouble
handling you for long periods of time; yet others will be drawn to this.
You strive to find a perfect partner, and seek much intensity in this area.
You would prefer to remain alone, rather than become involved with
others who do not match the perfect type you have in mind.
Romantic relationships can be an issue for you. Although you are very
committed to relationships, you can become almost consumed by
emotions, even obsessed. However, as you become older, you may
learn to balance these emotions to make relationships less intense. All
these feelings may come from your fear of rejection; this hurts you very
much. It can be hard for you to trust others as you naturally understand
the inner workings of those with whom you come into contact. You
probably have true psychic ability, plus there may be an interest in life
after death, reincarnation, and other metaphysical subjects.

If you are female, your emotional intensity is difficult to miss. Men may
be especially intimidated by your sensuality, and if you have control
issues, you may even project an aura of power which can overwhelm
any man who gets close to you (at least occasionally). You may also be
somewhat intimidating to other women, especially if you harbor a
mistrust of women. The connection you feel with your mother may be
particularly strong, and it is quite possible that you felt submerged by
her emotional needs in a very powerful way when you were younger.
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AGGRESSION AND SEX
Mars in Scorpio
You are the type of person that gives 100% or nothing at all; this applies
to every thing you do. When you do give it your all, you have incredible
will power and persistence. This is the extreme part of your nature
which also applies to your anger. You keep your cool and your stability
on the surface. Below the surface may be another story, filled with
repressed anger ready to explode at any moment. When you’re in this
state of mind, you are likely to become rather sarcastic and snappy with
people.
You are also extreme when it comes to confrontation; sometimes you
say nothing at all, and other times you go over the top. You rarely lose
control, but when you do, you stop at nothing to get more than even with
someone. The frightening display of the anger you show shocks people.
It is possible you have the ability to see through others, easily reading
their true motives.
When it comes to sex, you are intensely passionate and sensual. You
are likely to be especially attractive to the opposite sex, whether or not
you are physically attractive. You may be fascinated with sexuality in all
its expressions; certainly your interest is always keen. Your interest in
sex may lead you to experiment sexually, trying many different things.
Even things that are considered socially or culturally unacceptable
(taboos) may be of interest to you.
You’re a very loyal friend, but also a bitter enemy; betrayal is something
you never forget. You're jealous and possessive of your sexual partners.
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Mars harmonizing with Jupiter
Although your have incredibly strong beliefs, you can act on them wisely
to ensure that no one gets hurt in the process. Campaigning for
something you truly believe in would come natural, as you are fearless
and have much faith in your ability to succeed.
HOMELIFE
Saturn in Cancer
Your childhood was most likely an unloving one, and full of problems,
which still emotionally scar you to this day. This has resulted in a lack of
closeness and warmth between you and family members. Having your
own home is very important to you, and you’re likely to work very hard
for this.
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ASTROLOGICAL NATAL (BIRTH) CHART
Below is your astrological natal (birth) chart. A natal chart marks the
exact positions of the sun, moon and planets at the time and place of
your birth. This makes the reading unique to you, as its essentially a
blueprint of the sky when you were born.
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ADD JKSASTROLOGY TO SOCIAL MEDIA WEBSITES
Please add jksastrology to the following social media websites below. Feel free to
comment on my social media pages:

Follow jksastrology on Twitter
Visit:
https://twitter.com/jksastrology
Or type jksastrology in the twitter search

Add jksastrology to your Facebook
Just type in jksastrology in the Facebook
search. Two will appear, Jamie Slack and
the jksastrology page.
There is also a link at the bottom of the
jksastrology website

Add jksastrology to Linkedin
Just type in jksastrology in the Linkedin
search.
There is also a link at the bottom of the
jksastrology website

Add jksastrology to Google +
Just type in jksastrology in the Google +
search.
There is also a link at the bottom of the
jksastrology website
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